
Malawi Supplies 

 

To all who may be willing and able, the Malawi Mission team is inviting you to assist with supplies for 

our upcoming mission. We are hopeful to leave for our mission July 15. These supplies will be used 

serving the teachers, women and widows and medical needs of the communities. We need all of the 

supplies delivered to the church by Sunday, July 11. Of course, the earlier, the better. We will have a 

board in sanctuary foyer for the next couple of Sundays with sticky notes naming the supplies and count 

that we need. If you want to provide some supplies, take the corresponding sticky and then return with 

those items. This will help us to know what we are still needing prior to departure and can fill in any 

gaps. Of course, financial donations are acceptable as well. You can make checks to NW Hills and put 

“Malawi Mission” in the memo. Thank you, NW Hills. You are always so supportive and generous! 

As a sneak peek, here are the items we are collecting: 

50 Multi Color Beach Balls (at Dollar Tree)  50 Black Sharpies 

15 Rolls Masking Tape     15 Pkgs. 20 count balloons (at Dollar Tree) 

15 plastic whistles     15 pkgs. Markers 

15 large metal spoons (at Dollar Tree)   50 votive candles 

150 horseshoe nails (Amazon)    200 mini snack zip lock bags 

200 pencils (if possible, Christian pumpkin ones from Oriental Trade) 

3 lighters torch/wand type    15 brown gift bags, 10x10 ish (Dollar Tree) 

15 journal type notebooks    15 pocket folders 

1 ream of paper      4 black tarps 

15 square mirrors (Dollar tree in floral dept.)  15 sharp knives for carving pumpkins 

Motrin/Ibuprofen (as many as possible)   20 Band-Aids 1” & Knee 

20 Antibiotic ointment     20 Saline Eye Wash 

10 2x2 Gauze      10 Medical tape 

Box of medical gloves     10 spools black thread 

20 pair fabric scissors     10 pkgs of sewing needles 

10 spools White thread     10 pkgs. Straight pins (quilting ones are best) 


